Ready to take your idea or product to the next level? Our programs were created to ignite success at any stage. We're here to guide you, from making sense of your brilliant idea to coaching you through a winning plan that positions you for profitability. Plus, with our exclusive MEDC SmartZone designation, you might unlock access to valuable state resources, giving your venture that extra boost it deserves. Let's embark on this exciting path together!

**Virtual Passport**
- Online Program
- Weekly Strategy Sessions
- Resources + Opportunities
- Peer Network
- Access Mentor Partners
- $50/month

**Accelerator**
- Business Summary Review
- Investor Pitch Prep
- Professional Assistance
- Mentor Partner Connections
- $1,000 one-time

To become an Accelerator member, successful completion of the Passport program is required. Learn more by scanning the QR code!
As one of MEDC's SmartZones, CMURC has exclusive access to resources and services only available to those in the network.

Entrepreneurs can participate in these programs through CMURC with an approved business summary.

Service providers can connect and help entrepreneurs through these programs.